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Chapter 1829

King Foluo secretly guessed.

As the saying goes, the masters are all among the people.

The real strong are often unknown.

Nowadays, a Brian Chu appeared. Although everyone was surprised, they all felt it was
reasonable.

Vietnam has a vast land and abundant resources, and it is not surprising that there are a
few hidden powers.

However, since it has appeared, it must be understood.

“Give me an order to investigate the identity and background of this old monster.”

“Also, give Huaxia Wushen Temple a call.”

“First congratulate them on their victory. In addition, in my name, express to the seniors.
Condolences.”

“Just say, if possible, I hope I can invite this senior Brian Chu to be a guest in our
country of India.”

The Buddha said slowly.

As Vietnam’s close neighbors, now they suddenly appeared a title-level powerhouse,
and Fo Luo naturally responded solemnly.

However, the waiter under the main hall twitched without a trace. Finally, he smiled
bitterly and replied: “Then…that, King Buddha, this Brian Chu, it seems that he is not
very old. It’s the old man.”

“Oh? It’s not the predecessor, so it seems that I’m the same generation as me.”

“If that’s the case, then it’s better to meet.”



Fro’s expression suddenly became solemn, and he still held his hand. Holding the
teacup, he was about to drink tea, but after learning that Brian Chu was a titled master of
his age, he felt that the strong tea in the cup suddenly no longer fragrant.

If this Brian Chu was an old monster from an ancient time, the threat would not be much.

But now, even if he is a person of the same generation, that threat is undoubtedly more!

You know, the younger the titled master, the greater the future potential.

This is why, after learning that Ye Qingtian was a master at the age of 30, all martial arts
in many countries sent strong men to assassinate Ye Qingtian, which was afraid of his
potential.

“and also…

Nor is it.

“The waiter gave a wry smile and shook his head again. After a moment of indulgence,
he whispered: “This Brian Chu seems to be just a teenager in his early twenties.”

“Papa~ After all, King Foluo still didn’t drink this cup of tea. After hearing this, he
trembled, and the tea cup in his hand slapped and fell to the ground. The tea was mixed
with broken porcelain and splashed. In one place. “What?

” “what did you say?

“Is this Brian Chu a teenager in his early twenties?”

“At this time, King Foluo can no longer remain calm. He rubbed, and jumped directly
from his seat. The old face trembled, and the deep pupils were full of tremors and
jealousy. A thirty-year-old man. In the end, he became the No. 1 strongest in Vietnam.
Now, in his early twenties, can he cut the title of the master? King Foluo dare not
imagine how terrible this Brian Chu will be in a few decades? fast!

“Contact Huaxia Wushen Temple immediately and call the Master Sword Saint of the
Wushen Temple.”

“No, this call, I will call it myself~” In panic, King Folu hurriedly called Huaxia Wushen
Temple through official channels. He must confirm this matter. A titled master in his
early twenties. , Thinking about it makes people scalp numb. Today, the six pillar
kingdoms of Vietnam have made other countries daunting in East Asia. If now, there will
be another titled master in the early twenties in the Temple of Valor, wouldn’t this Asian
region in the future? Has it really become the world of the Huaxia family? Not only in
India, similar scenes have also appeared in other countries.

In panic, King Foluo quickly called the Huaxia Wushen Temple through official channels.



This matter, he must be sure.

A titled master in his early twenties, thinking about it makes his scalp numb.

Today, the six pillar nations of Vietnam have made other countries intimidate in East
Asia.

If now, there is a titled master in the early twenties in the Martial God Hall, wouldn’t this
Asian region really become the world of the Vietnamese family in the future?

Not only in India, similar scenes have also appeared in other high-level martial arts.

In panic, King Foluo quickly called the Huaxia Wushen Temple through official channels.

This matter, he must be sure.

A titled master in his early twenties, thinking about it makes his scalp numb.

Today, the six pillar nations of Vietnam have made other countries intimidate in East
Asia.

If now, there is a titled master in the early twenties in the Martial God Hall, wouldn’t this
Asian region really become the world of the Vietnamese family in the future?

Not only in India, similar scenes have also appeared in other high-level martial arts.

Chapter 1830 The seventh pillar country!

Western Europe, the British royal family.

In the palace hall, several people gathered at this time.

Can appear here, it is not the existence of the leader of the British martial arts.

“Jack, what are you talking about?” “This Brian Chu is a young man in his early
twenties?” “God, how is this possible?” “It must be an error in the news.”

“Maybe it’s an intelligence officer. A zero!” Above the hall, a middle-aged man with a
beard still exclaimed, and the words were full of incredulous tone.

Yes, this man is the core member of the British royal family, Lord Carlo, in charge of
national martial arts affairs.

“No, Carlo, the intelligence is not wrong.”

“I have verified it many times.”



“If you still don’t believe it, you can contact Huaxia Wushen Temple to inquire.”

“The seventh titled master of Vietnam has appeared. I want to pay attention.”

Ahead, Jack suggested.

Lord Carlo nodded immediately: “Well, you are right!” “No one knows this matter better
than Martial God Temple.”

“Pray?” “Pray that this is not true.”

“Otherwise, one and two. The ten-year-old titled master is terrible~” Lord Carlo’s face
became gloomy.

What is the dispute between great powers?

Undoubtedly a strategic force!

The United States and the Soviet Union once engaged in an arms race in order to
overwhelm each other in terms of strategic nuclear forces.

In the martial arts world, the titled master is a strategic level force.

A twenty-year-old titled master, the ability of strategic deterrence is too great.

Carlo didn’t dare to imagine, if there were such enchanting evildoers in the Martial God
Temple, how far would Vietnam’s martial arts power soar in the future?

Worried, Lord Carlo immediately dialed the phone number of the Huaxia Wushen
Temple.

In this way, at about the same time, dozens of phone calls from various countries
around the world hit the Martial God Temple at the same time.

Vietnam, the top of Yanshan Mountain.

Sword Saint Xiao Chen and the King of Fighters Mo Gucheng were almost crazy.

“What?” “Brian Chu?” “Don’t I know?” ….. “I really didn’t lie to you!” “We really don’t have
this number in the Martial God Temple?” …..

“We don’t know each other?” “There is no such person on the Huaxia Grandmaster
ranking?” “Are you afraid that you made a mistake?” ….. “Impossible, I can’t remember it
wrong.”

“I really don’t remember. We have this number in Huaxia!” “If there were, our Martial
God Temple would have been an ancestor for a long time.”



….. “Hey, old friend, haven’t contacted me for a long time?” “Why call me suddenly?
Phone calls?” “What?” “Brian Chu again?” “Ciao!” “We really don’t know~” “There is no
such person in the Martial God Temple~” …. One call after another, just like calling. Like
a soul, it kept ringing.

In just half a day, Mo Gucheng and others only felt that people from half the world had
come to ask.

Without exception, all calls have only one purpose, and that is to inquire about “Brian
Chu”.

At that time, Mo Gucheng and others were confused.

They swore that they had never heard the name Brian Chu.

But now, people all over the world are sure that this Brian Chu is the titled master of their
Martial God Temple, and the seventh pillar country powerhouse in Vietnam.

“What is it called?” The Sword Saint was almost crying.

An unheard of person became the seventh titled master of the Martial God Temple?

It’s ridiculous!

“Lao Ye, you have a wide range of knowledge, do you know who this Brian Chu is?” “Is
he really from Vietnam?”
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